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Swiss watchmaker Tag Heuer has tapped a trio of rising tennis stars as ambassadors, highlighting a shared
dedication to precision.

A new campaign stars newly named ambassadors Felix Auger Aliassime, Alex de Minaur and Frances Tiafoe
alongside existing brand ambassador Denis Shapovalov. Throughout the campaign, the idea of breaking boundaries
and taking time to prepare for the future tie the sports effort back to watchmaking.

Athlete ambassadors
Tag Heuer is shining a spotlight on players whose careers have just begun. All of the campaign faces are 21 or
younger.

Mr. Aliassime is the youngest of the new ambassadors. The 19-year-old Canadian has risen in the rankings from
107th to 21st in just six months, and recently had his first ATP Tour win at the 2018 ATP Masters 1000 Indian Wells
tournament.

At 21, Mr. T iafoe is already the fourth highest ranked American player. Among those in his age group, the tennis
player holds the top rank in the U.S.

Mr. de Minaur hails from Australia, where he is the top ranked male singles player. The 20-year-old is the youngest
player to make it to two consecutive ATP semi-finals since 2005, when Rafael Nadal held the record.

Also representing the next generation of tennis is Mr. Shapovalov, who has been a Tag Heuer ambassador since
2017. The now 20-year-old caught the attention of the tennis world and Tag Heuer when he won a match against Mr.
Nadal at the 2017 Montreal Masters.

Tag Heuer's "Break Tennis" campaign features the four emerging tennis stars in the ups and downs of training.

The athletes are shown running on treadmills, climbing stairs and practicing on courts at all hours of the day.
Showing their perseverance, clips show a player rising again after falling or combatting the bodily strain with an ice
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bath.

A voiceover narrates, with ideas such as, "Break the concept of hard work," and "Break 1,000 serves before
breakfast." He goes on to say, "Break everyone's expectations, even your own."

Tag Heuer's "Break Tennis" campaign

Along with its ad effort featuring tennis' rising stars, Tag Heuer has partnered with the Italian Tennis Federation to
become the official watch provider and official timekeeper of the Next Gen ATP Finals.

Tag Heuer launched its campaign as one of tennis' main events was in full swing.

Luxury brands are leveraging the U.S. Open to engage with tennis fans, turning to innovative experiences in an effort
to connect with consumers watching the tournament live and on television.

For the 51st U.S. Open, the United States Tennis Association hosted its first-ever fan week, welcoming crowds to
experience brand activations and watch qualifying matches at the Billie Jean King National Tennis Center in
Queens, NY. Mercedes-Benz and IHG Hotels & Resorts were among the brands that partnered with tennis stars and
used fan week as an opportunity to offer fans experiential activities (see story).
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